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Abstract: Modern smart grids are a combination of advanced structures to make the energy supply to the customers more reliable and flexible. Variable pricing can affect this process and usage of the smart home appliances. The storage systems in variable pricing environment can help the customers to take advantage of varying in tariffs to optimize their incomes and outcomes. The basic structure of using distributed storage systems in a single home can be modified to optimize its benefits. In this paper, a comparison between the old configuration of smart homes having storage systems and a modified storage structure is done. First, load commitment problem for different users is being performed. Afterwards, the storage system has been condensed for the user to show the effectiveness of the proposed method. At the end, to compensate the additional costs to the customer, the pretending acting method is introduced.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Distribution level is not as the same state as it was in the past years. Besides the protection issues, energy consumption in distribution level and methods for its management have been studied in recent years [1-3]. Micro grids and smart grids are the outcomes of these studies which try to solve aforementioned issues in the distribution network [4]. Monitoring and protection of the mechanical parts of the system is not discussed here but novel structural health monitoring (SHM) methods can be employed to do structural analysis and health monitoring of these parts [5-7]. Another matter of concern is the islanding detection which its consequences can affect the dynamic and static behaviour of the system [8].

Demand side management (DSM) as one of the most common ways in energy management has been focused by many researchers to find out its advantages and disadvantages [9]. DSM tries to change the habits of the customers in consuming electrical energy. The effect of DSM has been seen from different points of view. It is possible to utilize DSM to maximize the flexibility and efficiency of the grid and reducing the electricity consumption at the same time [10].

Storage systems are one of the appliances, which can help make the power supply system more flexible. Storage systems have been tested to affect the price values in competitive markets [11-12]. The storage systems not only are able to be part of pricing process but also can be used in demand side management programs [13]. DSM can be processed through different programs. Demand response as one of them [14] helped a lot to reduce the residence active power demand by receiving feedbacks from the customer’s side. One way to access the demand response, is using load commitment programs to manage the controllable loads.

In the context of the energy crisis, the development of electric vehicles (EVs) has gained the attention of many countries [15-16]. EVs are one of the storage system members, which are effective in DSM programs. They can be used in peak shaving [2] and minimizing the system’s loss by controlling the charging and discharging processes [17]. The major problem with EVs is in their charging process. Increased power losses is one of the problems which may happen with uncontrolled and random charging process [18]. Despite the savings they may have due to difference in energy prices in different hours and peak shaving, peak shifting is one other problem in association with the EVs. In some cases, EVs change the peak hour from the hours near midnight to the mid-day hours. This change in demand may be favourable by the customer to save additional costs, but it is not maybe favourable by the distribution companies. Batteries as other members of the storage systems family are effective in energy management by not having any constraints but their capacity, charging, and discharging periods. The traditional structure design with storage systems in distribution level in most situations has focused on outage problems and its costs [19], energy supply, and voltage regulation [20], but its effect on peak to average ratio (PAR) has been missed.

This paper introduces a new method in charging and discharging process to minimize PAR in domestic loads and customer’s total cost at the same time. The three steps price values encourage the customer to optimize its loads and storage systems.

In this paper, in chapter 2 the load commitment problem and its goals are introduced and the required mathematical equations represented. Chapter 3 discusses about the old structure and replaces the old storage system placement structure with a new and more advantageous one, and in...
chapter 4, a proper case study has been used to prove the validity of the proposed method.

II. LOAD COMMITMENT PRIORITIES

A. Variable Pricing Strategies

Power market in modern power systems’ structure has an important role in transmission level. Generation side competitions to maximize the economical benefits make the power systems to face variations in prices and power curves [21]. Although this competition can be affected by the transmission level harmonics by increasing the local marginal prices [22], its effect has been ignored in this paper. This variation in upper level results in distortion in costs of retailers in lower level. Thereupon, retailers change the electricity price pattern in distribution level to compensate these undesirable costs.

There are almost two main price profiles: constant and variable price profiles. In constant price profile, the retailers are motivated to set a constant value to reimburse the different costs in a complete day-ahead market. This policy seems not to be a preferred strategy by the retailers and distributors due to not being motivating enough in a competitive market and not having enough benefits for the distribution companies.

On the other hand, variable pricing in distribution level is more acceptable by the costumers and distributors. By putting some regulations, distributors can issue enough motivations to decline the power consumption in peak hours and even intensify the customers to shift it into off-peak hours to make the power curve smoother.

Costumers in smart grids may face different tariffs for their consumption, which are forced by upper level to the lower level companies. The idea of variable tariffs is based on equilibrium between generation and demand and describes how any jump in load consumption can increase the price rapidly. In peak demand hours, it would be reasonable to expect a rise in electricity price. Furthermore, the power market players in upper level can change the price by variation in their offers and bids.

The tariff profile in modern distribution levels follows a variable pattern. Some papers have been studied the methods for electricity pricing in distribution level for load management programs [23]. Among various pricing patterns, three steps pattern having three main zones of peak, mid-peak, and off-peak periods is the most common one. In this pattern, the customer is willingly interested in shifting its demand into the off-peak or mid-peak hours.

B. Smart Home Load Commitment

Load commitment in smart homes has important impacts on basic characteristics of the distribution level. As it is mentioned before, equivalence between the cost and load profile should replace the whole idea of economical benefits by solving the load commitment problem. A smart home is considered as a unity with an electrical identity acting as a unique stable body having the ability of consumption which can act as an intelligent agent [24]. These abilities require various infrastructures as are presented in Fig. 2. Loads in smart homes are categorized in two main groups. Controllable loads (CL) and non-controllable loads (NCL) to represent the controllability of the costumer’s consumption at the same time. CL’s often are the largest consumers of the active power in a smart home and may cause undesirable demand in peak hours.

The goal for every load commitment problem is to minimize the distance between the demand amount in peak hours and off-peak hours. The lesser PAR results in better consumption programming.
CL’s vary from house to house by changing in equipment consuming the active power. Each smart home may have different numbers and types of CL’s, which may change the outcome of the load commitment problem. The constraints on duration and the time of using the equipment are the parameters influencing the outcome of the problem [2].

Solving the load commitment problem requires the knowledge on the CL’s and NCL’s types [25]. Accordingly, load curve can be classified into two main curves of base load curve (BLC) and controllable load curve (CLC). Different placement of the CLs makes the CLC. In addition, BLC is made by the sum of NCL’s in a full day-ahead to make a base load profile, which may vary in different hours of the day. The CLC and BLC combinations make the smart home power curve. The load commitment problem result can be found by solving the Eq. 1 [2].

$$\text{min Cost} = \sum \text{price} \times (E_{\text{NCL}} + E_{\text{CL}})$$

Where $E_{\text{NCL}}$ and $E_{\text{CL}}$ are, the energy consumed by the non-controllable and controllable loads respectively, and price is the tariff represented to the costumer by the distributors. Since the working point of the load commitment problem does not affect the multiplication of $E_{\text{NCL}}$ and price, solving the Eq. 2 can issue the proper placement of the CL’s during the day to find the position having minimum cost and lesser PAR.

$$\text{min Cost} = \sum \text{price} \times E_{\text{CL}}$$

Storage systems can change the results of the load commitment problem if they are processed before the CL’s. Storage systems have important role in solving load commitment problems. Despite uninterruptable power supply (UPS), which is functional in the case of any interruption in supplying the electricity by the power distribution grid, EVs and batteries are utilizable in the case of encouraging the costumer to take participate in the load commitment program.

The process of storage systems, loads, and generation in a smart home can affect the load commitment result. The way they come together in solving the load commitment problem can change its outcome. Since the smart grids are supposed to have a proper PAR and more customers are satisfied to join it. The basic structure of solving load commitment problem is represented in Fig. 3.

On the other hand, EV and batteries are storage system members. They both make the load curve flexible. Despite the batteries, EV is forced by the user to get charged before starting the outdoor operation. Therefore, home controller (HC) puts EV in a prior position compared to the batteries. Moreover, to gain the best results in PAR and cost, a compromise should place between GCU and storage system. Although, no constraint can limit the storage system if it wants to act independently as a prior to GCU, the storage system may draw a limit for the GCU members to take part in the load commitment program by tightening them into the upper limit of active power supply described in this paper as congestion.

The congestion limit can be introduced by the distribution company to the customer to ensure the eligibility of the installed infrastructure in distribution level and avoid any technical problem [2].

III. STRUCTURE RECONFIGURATION

Storage systems can store the electrical energy under circumstances and inject it into the grid in the time of need. Storage systems show their importance in the case they face variable tariffs in a day-ahead market. Saving energy in off-peak hours and injecting it into the grid in peak hours is the main role of these devices in a smart home. 

In smart homes, storage systems make load profile more flexible by putting the customers’ convenience and
benefits into account, but they can make serious problems by encouraging the users to concentrate their electricity demand in the times that the electricity price has lower value than other hours. This makes the load profile to face another peak value in currently off-peak hours. An EV, for outdoor operation, is functional in some periods of the day, which user regularly represents it to the load commitment program. In the other periods, user can take advantage of EV storage battery. Although EVs are the appliances, which may help to get through the peak hours by injecting the stored power in their batteries to the home network, they still can make currently off-peak hours one of the main peak hours of the day. Consideration of the EV users makes it difficult to reconfigure the structure that an EV is present. Batteries as the other storage system members can have important roles in peak clipping or load shifting. Due to not having any constraint forced by the user, despite of their size and type, charging and discharging the batteries is possible in any circumstance in their boundaries. Working of EVs and batteries together as the storage systems may shift the load peak value into non-peak price hours and thus results in preferable PAR. The goal of this paper is to control PAR considering the benefits of the customer. The new structure reconfiguration suggests that two new sub-batteries replace the old battery stack. The batteries charge and discharge status is a function of the load curve PAR. A negative feedback from the PAR status makes the batteries reliable in this formation. The proposed method is demonstrated in Fig. 4. To show the validity of the proposed method, two battery stacks having half capacity of the original battery are replaced the old one. The two stacks electrically are in parallel with each other and perform in series. The first stack acts after process of EV battery. By finding the peak values of the load curve, the first stack connects to the program and results in lower PAR. The second stack is processed right after the first stack by reducing the load values in the times even far from peak price hours. By finding the peak load values for discharging and minimum values for charging process, the two stacks are about to make the load curve smoother.

Though the customer’s total income surely is affected by this method, reducing the PAR amount has its costs for the distributers. This cost can make the customers to exit the load commitment program. To ignore it, the distributers should replace a new method to consider the both sides’ benefits. This paper suggests using the method of pretending/acting (PA) in customer’s payments. In this method, the costs for costumer’s energy consumption are calculated in the most profitable working point found by HC. This working point, if approved, may be a good point for the customer, but a bad one for the distributers. The difference between the normal HC working point and the new one makes a gap in customer’s cost, which will be paid by the distributer who is supplying the smart home. This cost is for keeping PAR in a normal range and is claimed to be rent of the smart home storage system.

IV. CASE STUDY

To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, a case study has been made. An example smart home has been considered and its loads have been classified into CL’s and NCL’s. The number of CLs is up to the house owner and in here is assumed as three. The characterizations of the smart home CL’s are represented in Table 1. on the other hand, NCL’s are the combinations of different and usually smaller loads than CL’s. The distribution of NCL’s in a day-ahead plan makes the smart home BLC, which is represented in Fig. 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I CONTROLLABLE LOADS CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appliance Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II STORAGE CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (kWh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Power Consumption (kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharging Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging Periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Charge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using Table II, to describe the storage system’s characteristics, the load commitment result considering EV battery into account is shown in Fig. 6 for 20 minutes steps. EV battery satisfies its constraints by charging in low price hours and discharging in high price hours. By adding the traditional battery stack to the system, HC contributes the loads, EV, and the battery in a way to maximize the profit of the owner. As it is presented in Fig. 7, choosing a battery having the capacity near the battery size of the EV smoothen the load curve, but shifts the peak value.

Based on the proposed method, two battery stacks having the half capacity of the old configuration battery have been used to reduce the PAR variation in 24-hours day. Adding the first stack changes the load curve so that it reduces the peak load value and increases the minimum. As the result, PAR lessens to 1.66 that is almost 6% better than the old configuration. On the other hand, the customer’s payment increases 15 cents to 326 cents for a 24-hours day.
The second stack maintains the load commitment process by 6% and brings the PAR down to 1.57. The payment still has an increasing to 331 cents. Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrate the two stacks effects on the load curve of the smart home.

In the foretold figures, the customer's total income has reduced so that it can improve the PAR characteristics. Though this additional cost as the storage system is rental and will be paid by the distributer for avoiding the smart grid maintenance costs, they can be omitted compared with over 10% reduction in PAR of power consumption.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the old structure of using storage system in smart homes is discussed. The most important critic on the old structure is about its role in peak shifting instead of peak clipping in residential areas. Although EV and battery as storage systems are used to maximize the customer's benefits, using them to minimize the PAR is the other issue that has been focused in this paper. To lessen the PAR ratio, the old structure of one big battery stack has been revised into two battery stacks having the half capacity of the old one. By changing the algorithm to the one in which EV is responsible for financial benefits and battery is for PAR, their combination changed the load curve of the smart home to be more smooth and desirable by the electricity distributer having the minimum cost for the customer.
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